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E,''$7$.3I!B.+3$*E!-'!+31ED,./!#-G!5-2<-+$7+!2*E$!3#$!'*+#,-.,./!-'!,E$.3,3D!3#$!+1CH$53!-'!
N-5*&!G-7F+!&,F$!2*E7,/*&+!*.E!-<$7*+?!B!G,&&!E$2-.+37*3$!#-G!K193$#1E$!*53,N$&D!
'*+#,-.$E!#,2+$&'!3#7-1/#!#,+!21+,5I!4D!E,+51++,-.!-'!3#$!G*D!21+,5*&!*53,N,3,$+!
5-.37,C13$E!3-!*.!,.E,N,E1*&Q+!&*7/$7!<7-H$53!-'!*53,N$!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!,+!,.!'*53!2-7$!+,2,&*7!
3-!+5#-&*7+#,<!-.!3#$!7-&$!21+,5!<*37-.*/$!<&*D$E!,.!3#$!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!$''-73+!-'!
+$N$.3$$.3#(5$.317D!.-C&$2$.IA[!M-G$N$7?!B!G,&&!E,+51++!3#$!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!-'!*!21+,5,*.?!
.-3!*!<*37-.I!B.!+-2$!7$+<$53+!3#,+!,+!+,2,&*7!3-!+31E,$+!-'!3#$!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!*.E!,E$.3,3D!
5-.+37153,-.!-'!+,93$$.3#(5$.317D!<7-'$++,-.*&!*.E!*2*3$17!21+,5,*.+!3#7-1/#!
<$7'-72*.5$IA_!"#$!E,''$7$.5$!C$3G$$.!+15#!+5#-&*7+#,<!*.E!2,.$!,+!3#*3!K193$#1E$!.-3!
-.&D!<$7'-72$E!3#$!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*?!C13!*&+-!5-2<-+$E!3#$2I!M$!'*+#,-.$E!#,+!,E$.3,3D!
<7,2*7,&D!*+!*!21+,5,*.?!,.+3$*E!-'!2$7$&D!1+,./!21+,5!3-!#$&<!'*+#,-.!*.!,E$.3,3D!*+!*.!
1<+3*.E,./!5,3,P$.!-7!.-C&$!5-173,$7?!*+!+-2$!+5#-&*7+!#*N$!E,+51++$E!,.!7$&*3,-.+#,<!3-!
-3#$7!$*7&D!2-E$7.!,.+3*.5$+!-'!21+,5*&!+$&'('*+#,-.,./I!!
4-+3!+,2,&*7!3-!2D!G-7F!-.!K193$#1E$!,+!W7,+3$.!e,C+-.Q+!+31ED!-'!3#$!+$&'(
'*+#,-.,./!-'!*!i$.*,++*.5$!5-2<-+$7?!\-#.!U-G&*.E?!,.!#,+!<1C&,+#$E!5-&&$53,-.+!-'!21+,5I!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
A^!%1+*.!450&*7D?!H/3)$&?%1Y2,"+-+"+2!;&?2$=F=)!(+/*+*C&+*&"(2&O")$+)*&H)3.+C)$!]K$7F$&$Dg!j.,N$7+,3D!-'!
0*&,'-7.,*!L7$++?!@>>Y`I!8.-3#$7!+,2,&*7!+31ED!,+!e-7E-.!M*7*2*F,?!92#/*3&"(2&?2,/*3)&T.)""+,);&W$)%3+/&
H/*"2-2.3+&)*3&"(2&T/2"+,!&/=&I2*.2&0="2.&B.=2/!]8..!87C-7g!j.,N$7+,3D!4,57-',&2+!B.3$7.*3,-.*&?!@>>_`I!
A[!%$$!",2!0*73$7?!l4-.3$N$7E,?!X*7&D!6<$7*!*.E!*!m1$+3,-.!-'!e$.7$g!"#$!0*+$!-'!8.E7-2$E*!]A^@>`?l!>/%.*)$&
B=&6(2&:/#)$&H%!+,)$&0!!/,+)"+/*!A=[?!.-I!A!]\*.1*7D?!@>A@`g!A(=Yn!:*&$7,*!U$!J155*?!Z@)$$2&!'/*32&32$&"21./&)$$2&
.+-2&32$$Z)3.+)Z;&H).+)&H)*,+*+&)*3&</.2*M/&B*/=.+/&W/$/**)Z!&T)"./*)C2&/=&H%!+,&)*3&6(2)"2.&92"822*&:/42&
)*3&N2*+,2&[X\]^_X\`]aEl!]8..!87C-7g!j.,N$7+,3D!4,57-',&2+!B.3$7.*3,-.*&!]j4B`!?!@>>h`n!:*&$7,*!U$!J155*?!
R%37*3$/,$+!-'!G-2$.!<*37-.+!-'!21+,5!*.E!3#$*37$!,.!i-2$g!4*7,*!4*.5,.,!0-&-..*?!m1$$.!0#7,+3,.*!-'!
%G$E$.?!*.E!G-2$.!-'!3#$,7!5,75&$+?S!:2*)+!!)*,2&?"%3+2!&@Z?!.-I!=!]\1.$?!@>AA`g!=[Y(h@I!!
A_!%$$!e7*5$!",.(T*.!"*2?!6(2&T2*+"2*"+)$&6(2/$/C#&/=&P2*.#&T%.,2$$&)!&QA'.2!!23&+*&(+!&?),.23&?/*C!!]8..!
87C-7g!j.,N$7+,3D!4,57-',&2+!B.3$7.*3,-.*&?!@>>Z`n!f,.*!W*3#&$$.!"7$*EG$&&?!:2!")C+*C&"(2&?+.2*;&H%!+,)$&
K/42*&+*&"(2&T2.=/.4)*,2&/=&?+A"22*"(FW2*"%.#&O")$+)*&6(2)"2.!]8..!87C-7g!j.,N$7+,3D!4,57-',&2!
B.3$7.*3,-.*&!]j4B`?!@>>>`n!i,5#*7E!V,+37$,5#?!K)..+/.E&W/%."+2.E&?+*C2.;&I+%$+/&W2!).2&9.)*,),,+/&)*3&"(2&
T2.=/.4)*,2&/=&O32*"+"#&+*&"(2&<)"2&:2*)+!!)*,2!]8&E$7+#-3?!jWg!8+#/*3$?!@>>[`I!!
!!
AY!
%#$!E,+51++$+!#-G!U-G&*.E!+-1/#3!3-!*337*53!3#$!*33$.3,-.!-'!,.'&1$.3,*&!<*37-.+!*.E!
,.57$*+$!#,+!+-5,*&!+3*31+!CD!'*+#,-.,./!*.!,E$.3,3D!'-7!#,2+$&'!*+!*!21+,5*&!*13#-7!*.E!
57$*3-7!3#7-1/#!<7,.3?!$N$.!*+!#$!2*,.3*,.$E!*.!,2*/$!-'!+1C-7E,.*3,-.!*<<7-<7,*3$!3-!#,+!
&-G$7!+-5,*&!+3*31+IAh!B.!*!+,2,&*7!G*D?!B!G,&&!E$2-.+37*3$!#-G!K193$#1E$!*337*53$E!<*37-.+!
CD!'*+#,-.,./!#,2+$&'!*+!*.!*E$<3!C1+,.$++2*.!*.E!$.37$<7$.$17?!G#,&$!+,21&3*.$-1+&D!
'*+#,-.,./!#,2+$&'!*+!*!&-D*&!5,N,&!+$7N*.3I!B.3$73G,.$E!G,3#!3#$+$!$''-73+?!*+!,.!3#$!5*+$!-'!
U-G&*.E?!K193$#1E$!'*+#,-.$E!#,2+$&'!*+!*!5-.+122*3$!21+,5,*.?!C13!1.&,F$!U-G&*.E?!
G#-!7$&,$E!<7,2*7,&D!-.!<7,.3$E!<1C&,5*3,-.+?!K193$#1E$!7$&,$E!#$*N,&D!-.!3#$!E$&,N$7D!-'!
#,+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!*.E!3#$!G*D+!#$!5-1&E!E$2-.+37*3$!3#$!$93$.3!-'!#,+!21+,5,*.+#,<!
3#7-1/#!3#$2I!!
B.!3#$!+$53,-.+!-'!3#,+!<*<$7!-.!K193$#1E$Q+!C$#*N,-7*&!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!*+!*.!*E$<3!
2$2C$7!-'!#,+!5-22$75,*&(5*<,3*&,+3!+-5,$3D!*.E!*+!*!&-D*&!5,N,&!+$7N*.3?!B!G,&&!E7*G!#$*N,&D!
-.!3#$!+$2,.*&!&,'$(*.E(G-7F+!C,-/7*<#D?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32;&B.C)*+!"&+*&<D12,5?!
<1C&,+#$E!,.!,3+!7$N,+$E!$E,3,-.!CD!W$7$&*!%.DE$7!,.!@>>[I!8!'-7$2-+3!+<$5,*&,+3!-.!
K193$#1E$!'-7!2*.D!D$*7+?!+#$!#*+!3#-7-1/#&D!$9*2,.$E!<7,2*7D!+-175$+!'7-2!*75#,N$+!,.!
JdC$5F!*.E!$&+$G#$7$!-.!*&&!*+<$53+!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!&,'$I!8&-./!G,3#!2*.D!,.(3$93!
+122*7,$+!-'!'-7$,/.!+5#-&*7+#,<?!+#$!#*+!37*.+&*3$E!.12$7-1+!<7,2*7D!+-175$+!,.3-!
X./&,+#!'-7!3#$!',7+3!3,2$!,.!3#$!3$93!*.E!*<<$.E,9$+!-'!#$7!C--FI!B.!*EE,3,-.!3-!#$7!
E,+51++,-.!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!21+,5?!3#$!,.,3,*&!'-17!5#*<3$7+!-.!#,+!&,'$!*7$!CD!'*7!3#$!2-+3!
5-2<7$#$.+,N$?!E$3*,&$E?!*.E!1<(3-(E*3$!X./&,+#!C,-/7*<#D!-'!K193$#1E$I!B3!,+!'-7!3#$+$!
7$*+-.+!3#*3!B!#*N$!E7*G.!#$*N,&D!-.!3#$!'*53+!*.E!<7,2*7D!+-175$+!<7$+$.3$E!CD!%.DE$7?!*+!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Ah!W,7+3$.!e,C+-.!loM-G!#*7E!*.!$.3$7<7,+$!,3!,+og!813#-7,*&!%$&'()*+#,-.,./!,.!\-#.!U-G&*.Eo+!L7,.3$E!K--F+?l!
Q).$#&H%!+,&P+!"/.#;&?"%3+2!&O*&H23+2-)$&0*3&Q).$#&H/32.*&H%!+,!@^!]\*.1*7D?!@>>[`g!^Z(^I!
!!
AZ!
G$&&!*+!#$7!+122*7,$+!-'!e$72*.!+5#-&*7+#,<?!,.!-7E$7!3-!,.3$7<7$3!3#$2!2D+$&'!,.!3$72+!-'!
K193$#1E$Q+!+$&'('*+#,-.,./I!!
V#$.!B!2-N$!3-G*7E!K193$#1E$Q+!21+,5*&!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!B!G,&&!E7*G!-.!3#$!'*53!3#*3!
K193$#1E$Q+!<1C&,+#$E!<-$37D!E$2-.+37*3$+!#,+!N*&1$!-'!L%$"%.!*.E!,.E,5*3$+!#,+!C$&,$'!3#*3!
21+,5*&!N,731-+,3D!21+3!C$!E$2-.+37*3$E!3#7-1/#!-.$Q+!21+,5*&!-13<13I!"#1+!*.!
$9*2,.*3,-.!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!*55-2<&,+#2$.3(C*+$E!21+,5*&!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!,+!,.!-7E$7I!)-7!
3#$!<17<-+$+!-'!3#,+!<*<$7?!B!#*N$!5#-+$.!3-!'-51+!2D!E,+51++,-.!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!21+,5*&!
+$&'('*+#,-.,./!$95&1+,N$&D!-.!#,+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*I!"#$!',7+3!7$*+-.!'-7!3#,+!,+!3#*3!1.&,F$!3#$!
+#-73!5#-7*&$!<7$&1E$+?!3#$+$!$93$.+,N$!<7*$&1E,*!G$7$!*531*&&D!.-3!7$O1,7$E!-'!K193$#1E$!
CD!#,+!<-+,3,-.!*+!-7/*.,+3!'-7!3#$!0#175#!-'!%3I!4*7DQ+!,.!JdC$5FI!B.+3$*E!3#$D!G$7$!*&&-G$E!
CD!3#$!'7$$E-2!#,+!+3*31+!*+!-7/*.,+3!/*N$!#,2!3-!5-.37,C13$!$937*!N-5*&!*.E!,.+3712$.3*&!
21+,5!3-!3#$!+$7N,5$+I@>!f-3!57$*3,./!3#$2!'-7!*.D-.$!,.!<*73,51&*7?!.-7!3-!+$7N$!*.D!+<$5,',5!
<17<-+$?!K193$#1E$!G*+!'7$$!3-!1+$!#,+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!'-7!#,+!-G.!,.3$.3,-.*&!+$&'(
'*+#,-.,./I!6'!5-17+$?!3#$!+*2$!5*.!C$!+*,E!-'!+-2$!-'!#,+!N-5*&!21+,5?!+<$5,',5*&&D!3#$!
<,$5$+!G7,33$.!'-7!#,+!8C$.E21+,F!5-.5$73+?!C13!,.!K193$#1E$Q+!E*D!21+,5,*.+!C$&,$N$E!3#*3!
,.+3712$.3*&!21+,5!7$O1,7$E!2-7$!-'!*!5-2<-+$7!C$5*1+$!,3!E,E!.-3!#*N$!3$93!3-!/1,E$!3#$!
5-2<-+,3,-.I!"#1+!,.+3712$.3*&?!*+!-<<-+$E!3-!N-5*&?!21+,5!G-1&E!C$33$7!,.E,5*3$!3#$!371$!
$93$.3!-'!3#$!21+,5,*.Q+!+F,&&I!8+!4*33#$+-.!+3*3$E!,.!Ra#,+b!'*2,&,*7!*9,-2Sg!!
B3!,+!$*+,$7!3-!5-2<-+$!+-2$3#,./!/--E!'-7!+,./$7+!3#*.!,.+3712$.3*&,+3+I!)-7!'*7!
2-7$!+$.+,3,N,3D!*.E!'$$&,./!,+!.$$E$E!3#$7$!'-7!+<-.3*.$-1+&D!C7,./,./!-13!-.$Q+!
,.5&,.*3,-.?!3#*.!.$$E$E!3-!+3,7!1<!3#-+$!a<*++,-.+b!,.+3,/*3$E!CD!+-2$-.$!$&+$I@A!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@>!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!h[(A>>I!
@A!X7.$+3!M*77,++?!>/()**&H)""(2!/*b!&@2.&-/$$5/442*2&W)'2$$42+!"2.;&0&:2-+!23&6.)*!$)"+/*&8+"(&W.+"+,)$&
W/442*").#?!%31E,$+!,.!41+,5-&-/D!]8..!87C-7g!j4B!i$+$*75#!L7$++?!Ah_A`?!@hAI!
!!
A^!
"#1+!,3!G*+!,.!#,+!'7$$!F$DC-*7E!G-7F+?!,.5&1E,./!3#$!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*?!3#*3!K193$#1E$!
R$.E-G$E!2-+3!-'!#,+!<-G$7IS@@!!
6'!5-17+$?!3-!+$$!#-G!K193$#1E$!G*+!*C&$!3-!E$2-.+37*3$!3#$!$93$.3!-'!#,+!*C,&,3,$+!
*.E!'*+#,-.!#,2+$&'!*+!*!21+,5,*.!,.!#,+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!,3!,+!.$5$++*7D!3-!1.E$7+3*.E!#-G!
21+,5!*.E!21+,5,*.+#,<!G$7$!1.E$7+3--E!E17,./!3#$!C*7-O1$!<$7,-E!G#$.!K193$#1E$!
&,N$EI!"#1+?!C$'-7$!*.*&DP,./!3#$!<7*$&1E,*?!B!G,&&!-''$7!*.!-N$7N,$G!-'!3#$!21+,5*&(
7#$3-7,5*&!<*7*&&$&!3#*3!G*+!*3!3#$!#$*73!-'!K*7-O1$!5-.5$<3,-.+!-'!21+,5?!$+<$5,*&&D!,.!
e$72*.!J13#$7*.!&*.E+I!%122*7,P,./!3#$!5&*++,5*&!E,+5,<&,.$!-'!7#$3-7,5!*.E!C*7-O1$!
21+,5,*.+Q!*E*<3*3,-.+!-'!3#$+$!5-.5$<3+?!B!G,&&!$+3*C&,+#!K193$#1E$!*+!*!21+,5*&!-7*3-7!*.E!
#,+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!*+!21+,5*&!-7*3,-.+I!"#1+!2D!+1C+$O1$.3!*.*&D+,+!-'!+$N$7*&!-'!
K193$#1E$Q+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!G,&&!C$!'-51+$E!-.!$9*2,.,./!#-G!K193$#1E$!'*+#,-.$E!
#,2+$&'!*+!*!5-.+122*3$!21+,5,*.!,.!3#$2!CD!E,+<&*D,./!N*7,-1+!*+<$53+!-'!#,+!
57*'3+2*.+#,<!*.E!#,+!57$*3,N,3DI!"#,+!21+,5*&!+$&'('*+#,-.,./?!B!G,&&!*7/1$?!5-77$+<-.E+!
G,3#!C*7-O1$!E$+57,<3,-.+!-'!3#$!!"#$%!&'()*")!"+,%!?!*!R'*.3*+3,5!+3D&$S!5&-+$&D!*++-5,*3$E!
G,3#!3#$!M*2C17/!+5#--&!-'!f-73#!e$72*.!-7/*.,+3+I!B!G,&&!E$2-.+37*3$!3#,+!CD!&--F,./!*3!
3G-!E$',.,3,-.+!-'!3#$!+3D&$!/,N$.!CD!83#$.*3,1+!W,75#$7!]A^>A!-7!A^>@(A^_>`!*.E!\-#*..!
4*33#$+-.!]A^_A(A[^Y`?!21+,5!3#$-7,+3+!7$+<$53,N$&D!*!/$.$7*3,-.!-&E$7!*.E!D-1./$7!3#*.!
K193$#1E$I!!
637,(83)(9-.:(';<=2-80%$0$*.2-.2$.!)(>,.?(+@(1.%;.80-.A%++(1"02'.:%"0(,B.
! !6.$!-'!3#$!,2<-73*.3!G*D+!K193$#1E$!'*+#,-.$E!#,2+$&'!G,3#,.!#,+!51&317$!G*+!CD!
5-.+5,-1+&D!7$'$77,./!,.!<7,.3$E!+5-7$+!*.E!$&+$G#$7$!3-!#,+!<-+,3,-.!*+!3#$!-7/*.,+3!-'!3#$!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@@!M*77,+?!>/()**&H)""(2!/*b!&@2.&-/$$5/442*2&W)'2$$42+!"2.E&@h^I&!
!!
A[!
<7,.5,<*&!5#175#!,.!JdC$5FI!V,3#!*.!*..1*&!+*&*7D!-'!+$N$.(#1.E7$E(*.E(.,.$!JdC$5F!
2*7F+?!<&1+!'7$$!#-1+,./!*.E!*.!*&&-G*.5$!'-7!'--E!*.E!5&-3#,./?!K193$#1E$!G*+!CD!'*7!3#$!
#,/#$+3!<*,E!21+,5,*.!,.!3#$!5,3D!k!3#$!-3#$7!,.+3712$.3*&,+3+!G#-!<&*D$E!7$/1&*7&D!*3!%3I!
4*7DQ+!7$5$,N$E!-.&D!*7-1.E!-.$!#1.E7$E!JdC$5F!2*7F+I@=!8+!W$7*&*!%.DE$7!7$2*7F+?!R#,+!
3-3*&!+*&*7D!G*+!+-!215#!&*7/$7!3#*.!G#*3!*.D!-'!3#$!-3#$7!21+,5,*.+!$*7.$E!3#*3!3#,+!*&-.$!
G-1&E!#*N$!5*+3!#,2!,.3-!<7-2,.$.5$!,.!JdC$5FQ+!5*<,3*&,+3,5!+-5,$3DIS@Y!B.!'*53?!3#-1/#!#$!
G*+!2$7$&D!*!2$2C$7!-'!3#$!'-173#!5&*++!*&-./!G,3#!2-+3!-3#$7!5,N,&!+$7N*.3+?!3#$!
/-E<*7$.3+!'-7!#,+!5#,&E7$.!G$7$!&$*E,./!C1+,.$++2$.?!3#$,7!G,N$+?!-7!-3#$7!2$2C$7+!-'!
3#$!1<<$7!&$N$&+!-'!JdC$5F!+-5,$3DI@Z!V#$.!K193$#1E$!7$'$77$E!3-!#,2+$&'!*+!R67/*.,+3!*3!
3#$!L7,.5,<*&!0#175#!-'!%3I!4*7D!,.!JdC$5FS!,.!#,+!<1C&,+#$E!+5-7$+!#$!G*+!2*F,./!$9<&,5,3!
7$'$7$.5$!3-!3#$!<7$+3,/$!#,+!<-+,3,-.!/*N$!#,2I!"#-1/#!3#,+!G*+!.-3!#,+!3D<,5*&!G*D!-'!
+,/.,./!#,+!&$33$7+!-7!<1C&,5*3,-.!E$E,5*3,-.+?@^!#$!E,E!1+$!3#,+!E$+,/.*3,-.!-7!+-2$!
N*7,*3,-.!-'!,3!-.!3#$!3,3&$!<*/$+!-'!$*5#!-'!#,+!3$.!<7,.3$E!<1C&,5*3,-.+I@[!8EE,3,-.*&&D?!
K193$#1E$!7$'$77$E!3-!#,2+$&'!*+!3#$!-7/*.,+3!-'!JdC$5FQ+!<7,.5,<&$!5#175#!,.!*3!&$*+3!-.$!-'!
#,+!+17N,N,./!8C$.E21+,F!&,C7$33-+?@_!3#$!E$E,5*3,-.!<-$2+!#$!+1<<&,$E!'-7!3#$-7,+3!
8.E7$*+!V$75F2$,+3$7Q+!P).4/*/$/C+)&H%!+,)!37$*3,+$?@h!*.E!3#$!*13-/7*<#$E!3*C1&*317$!
-'!3#$!5*.3*3*!5D5&$!H241.)&>2!%&7/!".+!]K19V:![Z`!E$E,5*3$E!3-!e1+3*N!UdC$.?!
W*<$&&2$,+3$7!'-7!3#$!W,./!-'!%G$E$.?!G#,5#!,+!,2<-73*.3!C$5*1+$!,3!,.,3,*3$E!3#$!%G$E,+#!
5-173Q+!,2<-73*3,-.!-'!*!N$7D!+1C+3*.3,*&!.12C$7!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!5-2<-+,3,-.+I=>!B.!<1C&,5!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@=!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!YhI!
@Y!BC,EI?!h=I!
@Z!BC,EI?!Y_I!
@^!BC,EI?!YZ^(_?!Y_=(YI!
@[!BC,EI?!Y==(YI!
@_!BC,EI?!Zh(^>I!
@h!BC,EI?!A@[I!
=>!BC,EI?!A@A(@I!
!!
A_!
*.E!<7-'$++,-.*&!$.E$*N-7+?!#$!2*E$!+17$!3-!.-3$!#,+!,2<-73*.3!*.E!#,/#(<*D,./!<-+,3,-.!
*+!-7/*.,+3!*3!%3I!4*7DQ+!,.!-7E$7!3-!'*+#,-.!*!<7$+3,/,-1+!*.E!G$*&3#D!,E$.3,3DI!
! B.!'*53?!K193$#1E$Q+!,.N-&N$2$.3!,.!JdC$5FQ+!5-22$75,*&!+-5,$3D!$93$.E$E!C$D-.E!
*E-<3,./!,3+!N*&1$!-'!+$&'($*7.$E!G$*&3#n!#$!*&+-!$9#,C,3$E!F.-G&$E/$!-'!*.E!*C,&,3D!,.!3#$!
'1.E*2$.3*&!*+<$53+!-'!C1+,.$++?!37*E$?!*.E!$.37$<7$.$17+#,<I!)-7!$9*2<&$?!,.!*EE,3,-.!3-!
+$7N,./!*+!%3I!4*7DQ+!-7/*.,+3?!#$!F$<3!,3+!*55-1.3+!*+!3#$!5#175#Q+!V$7F2$,+3$7I!M$!*&+-!
13,&,P$E!3#$!$+3*C&,+#$E!37*E$!7-13$+!C$3G$$.!JdC$5F!*.E!%3-5F#-&2!3-!51&3,N*3$!*!
7$&*3,-.+#,<!G,3#!UdC$.?!$9<-73,./!.12$7-1+!G-7F+!3-!3#$!%G$E,+#!5-173I=A!B.!A^^=?!
4*33#p1+!i-EE$?!*!<7-/7$++,N$!C1+,.$++2*.!*.E!E,7$53-7!-'!%3I!4*7DQ+!5#175#?!3--F!3#$!',7+3!
5-<,$+!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!<7$E$5$++-7!)7*.P!"1.E$7Q+!]A^AY(^[`!N-5*&!21+,5!3-!%3-5F#-&2!
G#$.!#$!37*N$&$E!3#$7$!*+!<*73!-'!*!3#7$$(2*.!JdC$5F!37*E$!E$&$/*3,-.I=@!B.!K193$#1E$Q+!
3,2$?!i-EE$Q+!+-.?!4*33#p1+!i-EE$!\7I!5-.3,.1$E!3-!+1<<-73!3#$!21+,5*&!$.E$*N-7+!-'!%3I!
4*7DQ+!-7/*.,+3I!)-7!$9*2<&$?!,.!A^[=!#$!*13#-7,P$E!3#$!<175#*+$!-'!R3G-!3712<$3+!'-7!3#$!
$2C$&&,+#2$.3!-'!3#$!8C$.E21+,F?!2*E$!,.!*!+<$5,*&!G*D?!3#$!&,F$+!-'!G#,5#!#*N$!.-3!C$$.!
#$*7E!,.!3#$!-75#$+37*!-'!*.D!<7,.5$IS==!"#,+!+$.3$.5$!'7-2!3#$!%3I!4*7DQ+!*55-1.3!C--F+?!
G#,5#!K193$#1E$!F$<3!#,2+$&'!*+!V$7F2$,+3$7?!E$2-.+37*3$+!K193$#1E$Q+!<-+,3,N$!
7$&*3,-.+#,<!G,3#!5-221.,3D!C1+,.$++2$.I!!
4-7$-N$7?!3#,+!E$+57,<3,-.!-'!*!<*37-.Q+!<7-N,+,-.!-'!.$G!,.+3712$.3+!'-7!3#$!*..1*&!
8C$.E21+,F!5-.5$73!+$7,$+!<-,.3+!3-!3#$!7-&$!K193$#1E$!<&*D$E!*+!*!21+,5*&!$.37$<7$.$17!
,.!*!21+,5*&!$5-.-2D!C*+$E!<7,2*7,&D!-.!<*37-.*/$I!f-3!-.&D!E,E!#$!<&*.?!5-2<-+$?!*.E!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
=A!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!A@>(AI!
=@!BC,EI?!Z^I!
==!?"J&H).+2*&)$$2C242+*2&K/,(2*1D,(2.&X\;&X\`cF``&]JdC$5F`?!f-N$2C$7!@=?!A^[=?!'-&E$7!A[[7?!37*.+&*3$E!,.!
%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!Z_I!
!!
Ah!
5-.E153!5-.5$73+!-'!&*7/$!K,C&,5*&&D(C*+$E!E7*2*3,5!G-7F+!<$7'-72$E!-N$7!',N$!5-.+$513,N$!
%1.E*D+!E17,./!3#$!8EN$.3!+$*+-.?!C13!#$!*&+-!51&3,N*3$E!<*37-.+!3-!7*,+$!3#$!.$5$++*7D!
'1.E+I!6.$!-'!#,+!',7+3!*55-2<&,+#2$.3+!*5#,$N$E!G,3#,.!*!D$*7!-'!#,+!*77,N*&!,.!JdC$5F!,.!
A^^[!G*+!3-!+$517$!+,./&$!E-.-7+!'-7!3#$!,.+3*&&*3,-.!-'!$*5#!-'!3G-!.$G!C*&5-.,$+!,.!%3I!
4*7DQ+!+-!3#*3!*&&!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!21+,5,*.+!5-1&E!+3*.E!1<!.$*7!3#$!&*7/$!-7/*.I=Y!
4-7$-N$7?!G#,&$!<*37-.*/$!G*+!5-22-.!E17,./!3#,+!3,2$?!.-3!*&&!21+,5,*.+!G-1&E!#*N$!
G-7F$E!*+!,.3$.3,-.*&&D!3-!$.5-17*/$!+15#!/,'3+!*+!K193$#1E$!E,E!G#$.!#$!R+$.3!&,C7$33-+!3-!
#,+!<*37-.+!C$'-7$!3#$!+3*73!-'!3#$!+$7,$+!$*5#!D$*7!$9<$53,./!*!E-.*3,-.!3#$!'-&&-G,./!f$G!
T$*7IS=Z!8EE,3,-.*&&D?!K193$#1E$!7$+$7N$E!3#$!+$*3+!,.!3#$!5#-,7!&-'3!-<<-+,3$!3#$!-7/*.?!
G#,5#!G$7$!R3#$!C$+3!+$*3+!'7-2!G#,5#!3-!+$$!*.E!#$*7!3#$!8C$.E21+,F$.!aqb?!'-7!3#$!
2$2C$7+!-'!3#$!5-1.5,&!*.E!-3#$7!<7-2,.$.3!5,3,P$.+IS!%15#!,.5$.3,N$+!G$7$!2$*.3!3-!5-*9!
E-.*3,-.+!'7-2!JdC$5FQ+!C1+,.$++!5-221.,3D?!,.5&1E,./!3#$!E,7$53-7+!-'!3#$!%<*.,+#!
0-&&$53,-.?!3#$!C1+,.$++2$.Q+!5-&&$53,N$!37$*+17DI!"#$!2-.$D!5-N$7$E!3#$!5-+3+!-'!<*D,./!
*.E!#-1+,./!1<!3-!'-73D!/1$+3!21+,5,*.+?!#,7,./!<-&,5$!3-!5-.37-&!3#$!&*7/$!57-GE+?!*.E!
7$,2C17+,./!K193$#1E$!'-7!#,+!3,2$!*.E!3#$!+1<<&,$+!1+$E!E17,./!3#$!<&*..,./!<7-5$++I!B.!
*EE,3,-.!3-!*&&!-'!3#,+?!K193$#1E$!+$517$E!#$&<!+-&,5,3,./!E-.*3,-.+!'7-2!3#$!5,3DQ+!
C1+,.$++2$.!'7-2!*2-./!#,+!,.'&1$.3,*&!+1<<-73$7+!*.E!<*37-.+I!%15#!,+!3#$!5*+$!G,3#!-.$!
5,3D!C17/-2*+3$7!*.E!2$75#*.3?!L$3$7!M,.7,5#!"$+E-7<'!]A^Y_(A[@=`?!G#-!1+$E!#,+!
<-+,3,-.!,.!3G-!5-22$75,*&!/1,&E+!3-!$.5-17*/$!+1<<-73!'-7!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!+$7,$+I=^!8!
C,-/7*<#$7!E$+57,C$E!"$+E-7<'!*+!C$,./!R<*73,51&*7&D!E$&,/#3$E!G,3#!3#$!<&*D,./!-'!3#$!
5*.3-7!a!+,b!K193$#1E$?!G#-!G-.!,.!#,2!*.!r*E2,7$7!*.E!371$!'7,$.E?QS!*.E!#,+!/7*.E+-.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
=Y!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!Z_I!
=Z!BC,EI?!^h?!'--3.-3$!@Y!-.!Z>AI!V$!F.-G!3#,+!C$5*1+$!-.$!+17N,N,./!&,C7$33-!'7-2!A[>>!+#-G+!3#$!.*2$!-'!*!
<*37-.?!RU,$3$7,5#!V1&'7*3#?S!G7,33$.!,.!K193$#1E$Q+!#*.EI!
=^!BC,EI?!^A([>I!
!!
@>!
7$2$2C$7$E!#,2!+*D,./!3#*3!R,.!3#$!*7E-7!-'!#,+!5-2<-+,3,-.+?!K193$#1E$!1.E$7+3--E!G$&&!
#-G!3-!/,N$!*!'-7$3*+3$!-'!#$*N$.&D!C&,++IS=[!K193$#1E$Q+!*C,&,3D!3-!+$517$!C-3#!*E2,7*3,-.!
*.E!',.*.5,*&!+1<<-73!'7-2!"$+E-7<'!*.E!-3#$7+!,+!3$+3*2$.3!C-3#!3-!#,+!21+,5!*.E!*&+-!3-!
#,+!$.37$<7$.$17,*&!+*NNDI!!
B.!'*53?!*+!K193$#1E$!*53$E!*+!*!C1+,.$++2*.!,.!#,+!E,7$53,-.!-'!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!
5-.5$73+?!#$!G*+!$9<*.E,./!1<-.!3#$!R5-22$75,*&S!-7,/,.+!-'!3#$!+$7,$+I!)7-2!,3+!$*7&,$+3!
C$/,..,./?!3#$!%3I!4*7DQ+!8C$.E21+,F$.!G*+!N$7D!215#!*!<7-E153!-'!JdC$5FQ+!5*<,3*&,+2I!
8+!0*+<*7!i1$3P?!*!5*.3-7!*3!%3I!4*7DQ+!*!/$.$7*3,-.!*'3$7!K193$#1E$?!E$+57,C$E!,.!*!A[Z@!
<1C&,5*3,-.?!3#$!+$7,$+!C$/*.!,.!5-..$53,-.!G,3#!3#$!JdC$5F!+3-5F!2*7F$3g!
B.!'-72$7!3,2$+!3#$!5,3,P$.7D?!C$'-7$!/-,./!3-!3#$!+3-5F!2*7F$3?!#*E!3#$!
<7*,+$G-73#D!51+3-2!-'!*++$2C&,./!,.!%3I!4*7DQ+!0#175#?!*.E!3#$!-7/*.,+3!
aK193$#1E$Q+!<7$E$5$++-7?!)7*.P!"1.E$7b!+-2$3,2$+!<&*D$E!+-2$3#,./!-.!3#$!-7/*.!
'-7!3#$,7!<&$*+17$?!3-!<*++!3#$!3,2$!*.E!3-!2*F$!#,2+$&'!<-<1&*7!G,3#!3#$!5,3,P$.7DI!
"#,+!G*+!G$&&!7$5$,N$E?!*.E!+$N$7*&!7,5#!<$-<&$?!G#-!G$7$!*&+-!&-N$7+!-'!21+,5?!/*N$!
#,2!/,'3+I!"#$!-7/*.,+3!G*+!3#1+!$.5-17*/$E?!',7+3!3-!*EE!*!'$G!N,-&,.+!*.E!3#$.!
+,./$7+!*+!G$&&?!1.3,&!',.*&&D!,3!#*E!C$5-2$!*!&*7/$!<$7'-72*.5$?!G#,5#!G*+!2-N$E!3-!
3#$!*'-7$2$.3,-.$E!%1.E*D+!-'!"7,.,3D!*.E!8EN$.3I!"#$!'*2-1+!-7/*.,+3!U,$E$7,5#!
K193$#1E$!E$5-7*3$E!3#$!8C$.E21+,F$.!2*/.,',5$.3&D!*&7$*ED!,.!#,+!E*DI=_!
!
\1+3!*+!"1.E$7!<&*D$E!3#$!-7/*.!R3-!2*F$!#,2+$&'!<-<1&*7!G,3#!3#$!5,3,P$.7D?S!K193$#1E$Q+!
*E2,.,+37*3,-.!*.E!$9<*.+,-.!-'!3#$!8C$.E21+,F$.!5*.!C$!+$$.!*+!*.!*53!-'!+$&'('*+#,-.,./!
3#*3!/*,.$E!#,2!'*2$!*.E!*<<7$5,*3,-.!,.!#,+!5,3D!*+!#$!<&*D$E!3-!<&$*+$!3#$!G$*&3#D!
C1+,.$++2$.!/*3#$7$E!'-7!3#$!+3-5F!2*7F$3!*.E!R3-!2*F$!#,2+$&'!<-<1&*7!G,3#!3#$2IS=h!!
.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
=[!6+5*7!JI!"$+E-7<'?!@+2&I2!,(+,("2&32!&62!3/.'=b!,(2*&I2!,($2,("!&1+!&X^dc!]M$,E$#*1+!,IEI!es#7E$g!:$7&*/!E$+!
:$7'*++$7+?!Ah@Aa?!37*.+&*3$E!,.!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!A>>I!!
=_!0*+<*7!i1$3P?!K+32.$2C"2&N/.%."(2+$2&-/*&32.&92!,()==2*(2+"&32.&(2%"+C2*&L+.,(2*4%!+,&%*3&-/*&32.&<212*!F
0."&2+*+C2.&H%!+,/.%4&]JdC$5Fg!L$3$7!Ks5F2*..?!A[Z@`?!37*.+&*3$E!,.!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!Z^I!
=h!BC,EI?!Z^I!
!!
@A!
637,(83)(9-.:(';<=2-80%$0$*.2-.2./%B2'.A050'.:(152$,.
B.E$$E?!JdC$5F!E,E!3*F$!<7,E$!,.!K193$#1E$?!'-7!,.!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!5-.5$73+!#$!
<7-N,E$E!3#$!,2<-73*.3!5,N,&!+$7N,5$!-'!C7,./,./!'*2$!3-!3#$!5,3DI!"#,+!5*.!C$!+$$.!,.!3#$!
E$+57,<3,-.!-'!%3I!4*7DQ+!,.!*!A^h[!5,3D!/1,E$C--Fg!
6.!3#$!G$+3!+,E$?!C$3G$$.!3#$!3G-!<,&&*7+!1.E$7!3#$!3-G$7+?!-.$!5*.!+$$!3#$!&*7/$!
*.E!2*/.,',5$.3!-7/*.?!G#,5#?!&,F$!3#$!+2*&&!-7/*.?!,+!.-G!<7$+,E$E!-N$7!CD!3#$!
G-7&E('*2-1+!-7/*.,+3!*.E!5-2<-+$7!U,$37,5#!K193$#1E$I!6'!<*73,51&*7!.-3$!,+!3#$!
/7$*3!8C$.E(41+,5?!5-.+,+3,./!-'!<&$*+*.3!N-5*&!*.E!,.+3712$.3*&!21+,5?!<7$+$.3$E!
D$*7&D!-.!',N$!%1.E*D+!C$3G$$.!%3I!4*73,.Q+!*.E!0#7,+32*+?!'-&&-G,./!3#$!%1.E*D!
N$+<$7!+$72-.?!'7-2!Y!3-!Z!-Q5&-5F?!CD!3#$!*'-7$2$.3,-.$E!-7/*.,+3!*+!E,7$53-7?!,.!*.!
*73,+3,5!*.E!<7*,+$G-73#D!2*..$7I!"#,+!#*<<$.+!.-G#$7$!$&+$IY>!
!
"#$+$!',N$!5-.5$73+?!/,N$.!-13+,E$!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!-'',5,*&!E13,$+!*+!%3I!4*7DQ+!-7/*.,+3?YA!
G$7$!/7$*3&D!*<<7$5,*3$E!CD!3#$!JdC$5F!5-221.,3D?!.-3!-.&D!C$5*1+$!3#$D!G$7$!-'!#,/#!
O1*&,3D?!C$,./!<7$+$.3$E!,.!R*.!*73,+3,5!*.E!<7*,+$G-73#D!2*..$7?S!C13!*&+-!C$5*1+$!3#$D!
<7-N,E$E!+-2$3#,./!1.,O1$!3#*3!3#$!5,3D!5-1&E!1+$!*+!*!5&*,2!3-!,3+!-G.!'*2$g!R3#,+!#*<<$.+!
.-G#$7$!$&+$ISY@!"#1+?!CD!<7-N,E,./!*.!,77$<&*5$*C&$!+$7N,5$!3-!#,+!5,3D?!,.!*EE,3,-.!3-!
,.57$*+,./!#,+!57$E,C,&,3D!*+!*.!*E$<3!$.37$<7$.$17!*.E!<7*,+$G-73#D!21+,5,*.?!
K193$#1E$Q+!<7$+$.3*3,-.!-'!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!5-.5$73+!/*,.$E!#,2!3#$!7$<13*3,-.!-'!*.!
#-.-7*C&$!5,N,&!+$7N*.3I!!
! "#$!<-&,3,5*&!5-.3$.3!-'!+-2$!-'!3#$!-7*3-7,-+!5-2<-+$E!'-7!3#$+$!5-.5$73+!
7$,.'-75$+!3#$!'1.53,-.!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!<7$+$.3*3,-.+!-'!3#$!8C$.E21+,F!+$7,$+!*+!*53+!-'!
5,N,&!+$7N,5$I!)-7!$9*2<&$?!-.!U$5$2C$7!@.E!*.E!=7E!-'!A[>Z?!K193$#1E$!<7$+$.3$E!G#*3!#$!
5*&&$E!3G-!R$937*-7E,.*7DS!G-7F+?!+<$5,*&!,.!<*73!C$5*1+$!3#$D!G$7$!<7$+$.3$E!C*5F!3-!C*5F!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Y>!@+2&92C$D,5"2E&ZY!
YA!%.DE$7?!@+2"2.+,(&9%A"2(%32?!^@I!
Y@!@+2&92C$D,5"2?!ZYI!
!!
@@!
-.!*!V$E.$+E*D!*.E!"#17+E*D!,.+3$*E!-'!3#$!1+1*&!%1.E*D+I!"#$!',7+3!'$+3,N*&!5*.3*3*?!
W)!".%4&3/$/.+!!-7!R0*+3&$!-'!%-77-G?S!2$2-7,*&,P$E!J$-<-&E!B?!3#$!M-&D!i-2*.!$2<$7-7!
G#-!#*E!7$5$.3&D!E,$E?!*.E!3#$!+$5-.EE&624'$%4&(/*/.+!!-7!R"$2<&$!-'!M-.-7?S!5$&$C7*3$E!
#,+!+155$++-7?!\-+$<#!BI!V#,&$!3#$+$!G-7F+!21+3!5$73*,.&D!#*N$!+#-G5*+$E!K193$#1E$Q+!+F,&&!
*+!*!5-2<-+$7?!3#$D!2-7$!-CN,-1+&D!+,/.*&$E!#,+!+$7N,5$!3-!JdC$5F?!+1<<&D,./!#,+!5,3D!G,3#!*!
<7$+3,/,-1+!G*D!3-!+#-G!,3+!&-D*&3D!3-!3#$!M-&D!i-2*.!$2<$7-7I!"#-1/#!3#$!21+,5!#*+!.-3!
+17N,N$E?!E$+57,<3,-.+!,.!3#$!&,C7$33-+!-'!3#$!$&*C-7*3$!*E-7.2$.3!-'!%3I!4*7DQ+!'-7!3#$+$!
-55*+,-.+?!,.5&1E,./!5-N$7,./!*.E!E$5-7*3,./!3#$!-7/*.!G,3#!3#$!,2*/$!-'!J$-<-&E!B!,.!#,+!
5-'',.!*.E!*!&,3$7*&!3$2<&$!-'!#-.-7!5-.3*,.,./!\-+$<#!BQ+!C1+3?!,&&1+37*3$+!3#$!$937*N*/*.5$!
-'!3#$!*''*,7I!"#$!&,C7$33-+!*&+-!,.E,5*3$!3#*3!3#$!<*,7!-'!'$+3,N*&!5*.3*3*+!'$*317$E!2*.D!
+,./$7+!*55-2<*.,$E!CD!3G-!&*7/$!5#-71+$+!-'!3712<$3+!*.E!3,2<*.,?!3G-!2-7$!/7-1<+!-'!
#-7.+!*.E!-C-$+?!*.E!3G$.3D(',N$!1.,+-.!N,-&,.+IY=!!"#$!,.+3712$.3*3,-.!'-&&-G$E!3#$!
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5-.37*<1.3*&!57$*3,N,3D!*.E!+F,&&I!"#$!2-+3!*EN*.5$E!-7/*.,+3+?!,.!'*53?!$N$.!<7-3$53$E!3#,+!
$2C&$2!-'!5-.+122*3$!21+,5,*.+#,<!'7-2!C$5-2,./!G,E$+<7$*E!CD!7$'7*,.,./!'7-2!
G7,3,./!=)*")!+)!&E-G.?!*+!G*+!5-22-.!G,3#!3#$!&13$I!B.+3$*E?!3#$D!3*1/#3!3#$,7!+31E$.3+!
3#$!+F,&&!-'!5-.37*<1.3*&!,2<7-N,+*3,-.?!G#,5#?!,.!,3+!$95&1+,N,3D?!#$&<$E!7*,+$!3#$!<7$+3,/$!-'!
-7/*.,+3+!*2-./!-3#$7!21+,5,*.+Ih=!!
"#,+!7$.*,++*.5$!=)*")!+)?!#-G$N$7?!G*+!*.!-13E*3$E!/$.7$!CD!3#$!3,2$!W,75#$7!
G7-3$!#,+!H%!%.C+)&%*+-2.!)$+!&,.!A^Z>J!"#$!'*2-1+!B3*&,*.!5-2<-+$7!e,7-&*2-!)7$+5-C*&E,!
]AZ_=(A^Y=`?!'-7!$9*2<&$?!<1C&,+#$E!*!+$3!$*7&D!,.!#,+!5*7$$7!,.!A^>_!*.E!3#$.!*C*.E-.$E!
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hA!4-7$&D?!R8!L&*,.$!*.E!X*+,$!B.37-E153,-.?S!A>hI!
h@!W,75#$7?!H%!%.C+)&l*+-2.!)$+!?!@ZYI!
h=!U,7F+$.?!R"#$!X.,/2*?S!A>_I!K193$#1E$Q+!<7*$&1E,*?!*+!G7,33$.(-13!2-E$&+!'-7!,2<7-N,+*3,-.?!5&$*7&D!'-&&-G!
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$9<&*.*3,-.!-'!3#$!'*.3*+3,5!+3D&$?!G*+!<$7+-.*&&D!*5O1*,.3$E!G,3#!+$N$7*&!M*2C17/!
-7/*.,+3+I!"#1+!U,7F+$.!*7/1$+!3#*3!,3!G*+!3#7-1/#!3#$+$!5#*..$&+!3#*3!3#$!M*2C17/!
-7/*.,+3+!-'!3#$!2,E(!3-!&*3$!+$N$.3$$.3#!5$.317D!',7+3!C$5*2$!'*2,&,*7!G,3#!3#$!5-.5$<3!-'!
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!"#$%!&'()*")!"+,%!g!!
)-7!3#,+!+3D&$!,+!3#$!'7$$+3!*.E!&$*+3!7$+37,53$E!+3D&$!G#,5#!-.$!5*.!E$N,+$!'-7!
5-2<-+,./?!+,./,./?!*.E!<&*D,./?!+,.5$!-.$!+-2$3,2$+!1+$+!-.$!,E$*!*.E!+-2$3,2$+!
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E$+57,C$+!*!N$7D!E,''$7$.3!+-73!-'!21+,5!3#*.!W,75#$7!*++-5,*3$E!G,3#!3#$!'*.3*+3,5!+3D&$I!
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+$&'('*+#,-.,./!'1.53,-.!-'!3#$!'*.3*+3,5!+3D&$!+$$.!,.!3#$!',.*&!+$.3$.5$!3,$+!W,75#$7Q+!*.E!
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4*33#$+-.!*++-5,*3$!G,3#!3#$!!"#$%!&'()*")!"+,%!&*7$!*!7$+1&3!-'!E,''$7$.3!'-51+$+!-.!5-2<-+,3,-.!,.!W,75#$7Q+!
5*+$!*.E!<$7'-72*.5$!*.E!,2<7-N,+*3,-.!,.!4*33#$+-.Q+!5*+$I!"#$D!G*D!,.!G#,5#!*!21+,5,*.Q+!/$.,1+!5*.!C$!
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3-!2"(/!IA>>!!
637,(83)(9-.?3-0"2'.:(';<=2-80%$0$*.2-.2.A%$-3++2,(.?3-0"2'.G12,%1.F81%3*8.
!>>(2'-.,%.!"#$%.0$.80-.G1*2$.H12('3)02.
X*5#!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!-7/*.!<7*$&1E,*!,+!1.,O1$I!"#$!*''$53+!<7$+$.3$E!*7$!E,N$7+$?!
*.E!$*5#!7$O1,7$+!,3+!-G.!+<$5,',5!3$9317*&?!#*72-.,5?!*.E!'-72*&!3$5#.,O1$+!3-!+155$++'1&&D!
G,.!-N$7!*.!*1E,$.5$!3-!3#$!21+,5*&!*7/12$.3I!0-.+$O1$.3&D?!K193$#1E$Q+!*<<$*&+!3-!2"(/!!
,.!3#$!<7*$&1E,*!*7$!N*7,$E?!E$2-.+37*3,./!E,''$7$.3!*+<$53+!-'!#,+!21+,5*&!3*&$.3+!*.E!
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21+,5*&!&*./1*/$!-'!3#$!$7*I!K$5*1+$!$+3*C&,+#,./!#,2+$&'!*+!*!5-.+122*3$!21+,5*&!-7*3-7!
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A>>!J$-.!VI!0-15#?!BBB!2*F$+!3#,+!5-..$53,-.!C$3G$$.!4*33#$+-.Q+!E$+57,<3,-.!*.E!3#$!*<<$*&!3-!2"(/!?!C13!.-3!
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i#$3-7,5*&!)-72!]5-.5&1+,-.`IS!
A>A!6'!5-17+$?!E,''$7$.3!*1E,$.5$+!G-1&E!#*N$!C$$.!5-.N,.5$E!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!+F,&&+!*.E!21+,5,*.+#,<!CD!
E,''$7$.3!*+<$53+!-'!#,+!21+,5I!M,+!%3I!4*7DQ+!5-./7$/*3,-.!-7!3#$!JdC$5F!C1+,.$++2$.?!'-7!$9*2<&$?!2,/#3!
#*N$!.-3,5$E!E,''$7$.3!*+<$53+!-'!3#$!<7*$&1E,*!3#*.!3#$!21+,5*&!5-..-,++$17+!-'!K193$#1E$Q+!E*DI!B!G,&&!
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